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      <p><b>Welcome to the Official Website of The Slacker's Guide to Physics</b> 
        - currently, an <i>online</i> textbook on lower division level calculus-based 
        Electricity and Magnetism (for the Science and Engineering majors). </p>
      <p>To jump right into the book, <a href="main.pdf">click here</a>. Note 
        that you'll need <a href="http://download.com.com/3000-2378-10169820.html?tag=lst-0-1" target="_blank">Adobe 
        Acrobat Reader</a>, as the file is in .pdf format until I figure out how 
        to get LaTeX2HTML to work.</p>

<b>Right, I know the new components section is horrribbblllee. Hrm... So I've put it in the appendix. 
And... that's basically all. I've got way too much <i>other</i> stuff to do; thus, until further notice or until i figure out how to control time, this project will be in <a href="http://limbo.yosunism.com">Limbo</a>, along with myriad other pets...</b>

      <p>Check out the interactive applets and diagrams below <font size="-1">(requires 
        <a href="http://www.macromedia.com/shockwave/download/download.cgi?P1_Prod_Version=ShockwaveFlash" target="_blank">flash 
        6+</a>)</font> : </p>
      
	  <ol>
<LI><a href="main.pdf" target="_blank">book, same link as above</a> just in case you missed it the first time.
        <LI><a href="curl.html">Curl Diagram - Interactive </a> 
        <LI><a href="div.html">Div diagram - Interactive</a> 
        <LI><a href="sc.html">for SC - Interactive</a> 
        <LI><a href="sphericalda.html">for spherical surface element</a> 
        <LI><a href="cylinderchargestretch.html">for the cylinders thing</a> 
        <LI><a href="rhr-hand.html">Right Hand Rule using your hand</a> 
        <LI><a href="rhr-proton.html">(animated) Trajectory of a proton in magnetic field (RHR Empirical evidence)</a> 
        <LI><a href="currentdistributions.png">Current Distributions</a> 
        <LI><a href="ampereslaw-linecurrent.png">Ampere's Law - Line Current</a> 


      </ol>
	  
      <p>To vote on a possible <a href="slindex.php?sload=cover">cover, click 
        here. </a></p>
      <p>To submit errors, <a href="slindex.php?sload=errorform">click here</a>. 
        You can submit anonymously or you can submit with your name. If you make 
        significant contributions, you might get listed in the credits, when this 
        book is finally published in its paper-edition!</p>
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To anticipate some of your questions, here's a bottom-of-the page FAQ:</p>

<ol>
<li>Q. You're a frosh; how can you be qualified to write this? <BR> A. Well, hopefully you wouldn't ask such a question after you've
read my Slacker's Guide... But, here's my <a href="http://nusoy.com/yosunism/academictable.html" target="_blank">academic record at UCSD</a> so far, with a link to my AP exams. (I've tutored some people this stuff over the summer
and during my senior year of high school; the book is basically based on  my view of common traps that you would escape had you read it.) Also, check out <a href="http://sresume.yosunism.com" target="_blank">my old CV</A>
<LI>Q. Can I ask you physics questions that aren't in the book? Can you help me understand my homework?<BR>
          A. Sure. You can contact me via <a href="mailto:yosun@Nusoy.com">email</a> 
          or via the error form linked above. Or, you can try AIM: <a href="aim:goim?screenname=yosofun?message=hey%20slacker%20guru!">yosofun</a> 
          or ICQ: 13700237 or MSN: yosunchang@hotmail.com 
        <LI>Q. Can I really trust you?<br>
A. As a physicist, yes; as a person, probably not unless you really know me. 
<LI>Q. Can you take my exams for me?<br>
A. Back when I was a post-modernist/modernist-hybrid, I did this kind of stuff for fun. But, the problem now is, I charge too much for you to afford me; and, I have ethics now. If you'll like to try to convince me otherwise, please note that I'm no ordinary paid test-taker: I'm one of the few quality kinds that can score at least in the top 10 in a real college-leveled math or physics exam, even on Tuesdays. I'm precious, thus you'll have to pay a lot of $ for me, and even more for my mind, which is even more precious. Incidentally, one time, someone paid me $500 for a calculus exam. That was pretty stupid, as that was more than it costed to take the course. But then, the guy was an engineer, so he probably didn't need calculus to do well in his future courses, anyway. (But then, how can he truly understand linear circuits without the basic calc required to understand those way cool differential equations?) .... <B>anyway, for the few people who took me seriously here... I'm just joking!</B>
<li>Q. Can I have your autograph?<br>
A. Sure, come to my booksigning, when this is publishedXD JK. I'll 
probably sign the Intro later.
<LI>Q. Where can I find SC, like in real life?<br>
A. You can find SC locked up (and total victim to your whims) in your calculus textbook. You'll probably also find SC in your physics text book. You can also find SC in my book. Textboks are a part of real life. But anyway, you should know that SC is relative in the sense that whenever you use SC to solve a problem, it's possible to solve it w/o using SC--although sometimes, w/o SC, things may get nasty.
<LI>Q. Why did you write this?<BR>
A. I got rather bored hanging out at home over spring break... So, I started writing this. It's a compilation of common pitfalls I've seen from my experiencing tutoring people in this course (and its equivalent)... presented in a way that's not tooo geeky. I hope. eek.
<LI>Q. What is the meaning of life?<br>
A. 42. in Yosunian units. No one knows what Yosunian units are, yet, though. They might not even be real. They might be imaginary. 
</OL>
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